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Recommended Year Group: Year 5 or 6
Activity Duration: 50 mins

Concepts and approaches

Curriculum Links
Computing:
• understand computer networks including the internet
• understand how the internet provides access to the WWW
Geography
• locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus on Europe (including the loca-

tion of Russia) and North and South America

Introduction
In this activity pupils learn that the internet is a vast network of computers and 
other devices connected across the world and about the difference between the 
internet and the world wide web (WWW). Pupils are assigned roles as different 
digital devices in a human model of the internet and learn how the internet 
provides access to the WWW (an internet service) as they pass data between 
them.

Prior knowledge
This activity assumes that pupils will have had experience of using a browser, such 
as Firefox, Chrome or Internet Explorer, to view web pages.

Pupil objectives
• I can explain what the internet is.
• I can explain the difference between the internet and the WWW.
• I can explain how the internet provides access to the WWW.

Resources
• An interactive whiteboard to display the presentation (see download link at    

bottom of webpage).
• 3 slips of paper and a pen for each group.
• Group sets of badges (download link at bottom of web page) printed out (at-

tached with sticky tape).
• A domain name server information sheet per group (download link at bottom of 

web page).
• Scissors (three pairs per group).

KS2 Modelling the internet activity:
Understanding how the internet provides services such as the world 
wide web

Computer Networks Computer Systems AbstractionInternet Services

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/239033/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_Computing.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-geography-programmes-of-study/national-curriculum-in-england-geography-programmes-of-study#key-stage-2
http://barefootcas.org.uk/programme-of-study/understand-computer-networks-including-internet/computer-networks/
http://barefootcas.org.uk/programme-of-study/multiple-services-provided-networks-internet/internet-services/
http://barefootcas.org.uk/programme-of-study/understand-computer-networks-including-internet/ks2-activity-modelling-the-internet/
http://barefootcas.org.uk/programme-of-study/understand-computer-networks-including-internet/ks2-activity-modelling-the-internet/
http://barefootcas.org.uk/programme-of-study/understand-computer-networks-including-internet/computer-networks/
http://barefootcas.org.uk/programme-of-study/multiple-services-provided-networks-internet/internet-services/
http://barefootcas.org.uk/barefoot-primary-computing-resources/concepts/computer-systems/
http://barefootcas.org.uk/barefoot-primary-computing-resources/concepts/abstraction/
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• A set of three web pages per group (please see ‘Teaching notes’ beneath on 
how to prepare these).

• ‘How to view web page source code’ sheet for extensions task (download link at 
bottom of web page).

Before you start
• Download, print and gather the resources listed above. This activity requires 

pupils to be in groups of nine. If the number of pupils in your class doesn’t divide 
equally into nine, print additional router badges and have more routers in each 
group.

• Arrange to deliver this activity in a large space such as a hall or clear chairs 
back in a classroom. Ideally you still need to be able to display the interactive 
whiteboard presentation in the space you are delivering the lesson in.

• Please read the ‘Teaching notes’ below which explain how to prepare these 
resources for this activity.

Introduction (5 mins)
• Open a web browser, such as Google Chrome, ask pupils to explain how they 

would use it if they wanted to visit http://www.barefootcas.org.uk for example?
• Guide a discussion to determine that you write this web page address into the 

address bar. Note: this activity does not cover the use of using search engines 
as a way of viewing web pages, which is explained here.

• Enter the web page address and press return to let http://www.barefootcas.org.
uk load.

• Explain that in this activity pupils will learn what happens when you press re-
turn and the web page loads. In doing so pupils will learn what the internet is, 
about the difference between the internet and the world wide web (WWW), and 
how the internet provides access to the world wide web. Write the key terms           
‘internet’ and ‘WWW’ on the board.

• Display the learning objectives on the first slide of the presentation if this is your 
normal practice.

Presentation: devices on the internet (10 mins)
• Ask pupils what they think the internet is? What devices are connected to the 

internet? Why are computers connected to the internet?
• Discuss with pupils the five slides of the presentation (Slides 3 – 7) describing 

the computer systems and other devices which make up the internet. As you 
explain that the internet is a vast network of computers and the WWW is the 
pages of information stored on web servers, draw pupils’ attention to the key 
words written on the board from the introduction. Also highlight on slide 6, that 
the WWW is just one of many internet services, and that others include email 
and online gaming.

• Use think-pair-share to work through the matching quiz on slide 8 to check pu-
pils’ developing understanding of the devices on the internet.

Main activity: modelling the internet (20 mins)
• Explain that we are now going to make a human model of the internet to explore 

how the internet lets us view a web page. Add that this is going to be a simplified 
model meaning we are going to ignore some of the complexity and focus on the 
key steps. Can pupils recall what the process of hiding complexity is? 

    Abstraction.

.

http://www.barefootcas.org.uk
http://barefootcas.org.uk/programme-of-study/appreciate-results-selected-ranked/search-technologies/
http://www.barefootcas.org.uk
http://www.barefootcas.org.uk
http://barefootcas.org.uk/barefoot-primary-computing-resources/concepts/abstraction/
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• Pupils should be sufficiently far apart so they can just about reach the pupils 
near to them with outstretched hands.

• Use the slides 9 – 12 to model with pupils how the internet provides access to 
the WWW. The instructions for the pupils at each stage are:

•  Step 1: The pupil acting as the client writes a request on a slip of pa   
per ‘I would like to view the web page ’ (See ‘Teaching notes’ for informa-
tion on preparing the web page resources). They turn to the DNS server 
and ask for the IP address of the server holding that web page. The pupil 
acting as the DNS finds this information from their table. This IP address 
is written at the top of the slip of paper and the client’s own IP address 
(shown on their badge) is written on the back of the slip of paper.
•  Step 2: Pupils acting as routers pass the request to the server holding 
the web page. They do this by looking at the IP address on the message 
so they know which server it needs to be directed to.
•  Step 3: The pupil acting as the server holds up the web page to show 
they have it. The pupil then cuts the web page into 3 pieces representing 
it being broken down into packets of data. Each is labelled with the 
requesting client’s IP address (which was written on the back of the 
request message). These are passed back to the client via the routers – 
they make take different routes across the internet.
•  Step 4: The client arranges the pieces of web page on the table in 
front of them to view it. Explain to pupils that the process that they have 
just modelled is called a protocol which is a set of rules to govern how 
data is exchanged between computers.

• Once you have walked through the steps above, groups should be given time to 
repeat the process twice more for the remaining web pages held by the servers. 
Pupils should change roles each time to understand the process from the per-
spective of different devices. Alternatively, pupils could make a short video about 
the process which can be used to teach other pupils in the school about how the 
internet provides the WWW.

• Arrange the class into groups of nine. Give each group a set of the badges. 
Each set has nine badges one for each pupil to take a role.

• Ensure that pupils acting as the servers, client and DNS have the resources re-
quired as shown on their badge. Note - the DNS sheet you prepare (see ‘Teach-
ing notes’ beneath will indicate which server should hold which web page).

• Get pupils to arrange themselves approximately as shown on slide nine. This 
only has to be an approximate arrangement, however the DNS should be next 
to the client. 

How groups should approximately arrange themselves to model the internet. Note the DNS should 
be next to the client.
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Extension: 
• Remind pupils that this is a simplified model of how the internet enables us to 

view web pages, it is an abstraction because it removes the detail and presents 
only the main features.

• Explain that one of the simplifications in this model is that the packets of data 
transmitted back from the server actually contain hypertext markup language 
(HTML) code which a computer’s browser (Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, 
Internet Explorer) must interpret to display the web page.

• Show pupils the ‘How to view web page source code’ sheet and explain that it is 
possible to view the code which is transmitted back from the server and which 
the browser is interpreting to display the web page.

• Allow pupils time to open a browser, navigate to a range of web pages and, 
using the instruction provided, view and analyse the source code for the web 
pages.

• Pupils can learn more about HTML using the following links:
•  Mozilla X-Ray Goggles 
•  Mozilla Thimble
•  W3 Schools HTML tutorials
•  Learn to code in HTML with Codecademy

• Pupils could present back to the rest of the class what they have learnt by 
completing the extension activity, so all pupils are made away that it is actually 
HTML code that is transmitted back from the server.

Discussion (5 mins)
• Use think-pair-share to lead a discussion with pupils using the following ques-

tions:
•  What is the internet?
•  Which different devices connected to the internet can you name?
•  How would you explain the role of a ……………. on the internet?
•  How would you explain the difference between the internet and the      
 WWW?
•  Can you explain how we view a web page? What role does each de  
 vice play in this process?
•  Why is the website broken down into packets of data?
•  Can you name any other internet services?

Plenary: where in the world is the server? (10 mins)
• Remind pupils that the internet spans (and in fact goes beyond) the planet and 

in our models we had servers located in cities around the world. Can pupils 
recall the names of these locations? (Los Angeles, USA; Frankfurt, Germany: 
Lima, Peru) Use Google Maps to search for each of these cities to show pupils 
there location on a world map.

• Open this visual traceroute tool on your interactive whiteboard.
• Explain this tool will show us where in the world the server is which is hold-

ing any web page. Show that by entering the website address (enter a website 
address without the http:// e.g. www.google.com) in the box in the centre of the 
page and pressing return, a path is drawn to the server holding that web page. 
This is shown in the screenshot below.

http://barefootcas.org.uk/barefoot-primary-computing-resources/concepts/abstraction/
https://goggles.webmaker.org/
https://thimble.webmaker.org/
http://www.w3schools.com/html/
http://www.codecademy.com/tracks/web
http://en.dnstools.ch/visual-traceroute.html
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• Note: You may need to adjust the zoom to show the server’s location at the end 
of the path drawn. In addition the path will always originate in Frankfurt, Ger-
many as opposed to your location. Can pupils think why this might be? This is 
where this traceroute visualisation web page is hosted

Traceroute visulisation (http://en.dnstools.ch/visual-traceroute.html) showing location of server for 
www.google.com

• Ask pupils to suggest web pages they regularly visit and enter a selection of 
these to reveal where in the world the servers hosting them are located.

• Write each new country that you find hosting a web page on the board. Chal-
lenge the class to see how many different countries you can get in 5 minutes.

• This list of countries could be left up in the classroom and whenever there is 5 
minutes free in the school day you could open the traceroute tool and see if you 
can add a country.

• You might also like to perform a search of the web with your class to look at the 
‘submarine cables’ that connect devices in different countries to the internet. Or, 
visit this web site which has a map of them: www.submarinecablemap.com.

Differentiation
Support:
• Ensure the groups are formed from a mix of abilities to support pupils that re-

quire it. Less confident pupils should take on the role of the client in the group 
since this is likely to be most familiar to them.

 
Stretch & challenge: 
• An extension activity has been provided above to stretch and challenge pupils.

Assessment opportunities
• Matching activity with internet devices:

•  Can pupils recall the name and function of each device discussed in   
the presentation? Note – this matching activity can also be repeated after 
groups have modelled the internet.

http://en.dnstools.ch/visual-traceroute.html
http://www.submarinecablemap.com
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• Informal, teacher assessment of progress during main task, class discussion 
and plenary. Key pupil knowledge to identify:

•  Can pupils explain what the internet is?
•  Can pupils name the different devices on the internet?
•  Can pupils describe the function of the different devices on the           
•  Can pupils explain the difference between the internet and the WWW?
•  Can pupils describe how we view a web page over the internet?
•  Can pupils describe why the process of viewing a web page across the  
 internet wouldn’t work if one of these devices was removed?

Teaching Notes
Before you start 

Preparing the web pages
• Each group will need three printed web pages, one for each server. To prepare 

these, find 3 web pages linking to your topic and print enough copies for the 
number of groups you have. Once printed, block out the page’s actual web ad-
dress and ‘make up’ a simple web address in its place. For example, www.bbc.
co.uk/science. The reason for making this change is that web page addresses 
will often be very lengthily making it difficult for the pupil acting as the client to 
write out.

• Once you have done this you need to do two things so the resources are ready 
for use in this activity:

 1. Add the names you have given these web address to the presentation   
               on slide 10 where shown.
 2. Print and fill in copies of the domain name server (DNS) information
     sheet to show which server will hold which web page, as shown in the 
     example below. You will need to complete one of these DNS information 
     sheets for each group, they will be identical.

• 

Fill in the Domain Name Server Information sheet to show which server will hold which web page.

Visual Traceroute Tool
In this activity this traceroute tool is used. Traceroute is a facility for tracking the 
path data takes across a network. Using this visual traceroute tool, we can identify 
the location of the server hosting the web page enter in the box, as shown below.

http://en.dnstools.ch/visual-traceroute.html
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When using this tool you may need to adjust the zoom to identify where the path 
ends (which is the location of the server). Also, you’ll notice that the path always 
starts from Frankfurt, Germany as opposed to your location. This is due to this site 
being hosted itself. 

Steps for using traceroute visualisation for finding the location of a server storing a web page.

Concepts and approaches

Computer networks
The internet is a vast network of millions of public sector, commercial and personal 
computers connected by electrical, wireless and optical technologies across the 
world. In this activity pupils learn about the role of different devices on the internet. 
They then create a simplified model of the internet to explore how it enables inter-
net services such as the world wide web, see below.

Internet services
The WWW is made up of interlinked documents (web pages) grouped into web-
sites stored on web servers for users to view. It is an example of a service which 
use the infrastructure of the internet, other examples include email, online gaming 
and audio/video calls. In this activity pupils learn how web pages are viewed by 
taking part in a model of the internet.

Abstraction
Abstraction is simplifying things. The model used in this activity is an abstraction 
of both the internet and the process of viewing a webpage, since these have been 
simplified to an appropriate level to aid pupils’ understanding. By abstracting the 
process to remove unnecessary detail we can better focus on the key learning 
which is to understand the difference between the internet and the WWW and how 
the internet provides access to the WWW.

.

http://barefootcas.org.uk/programme-of-study/understand-computer-networks-including-internet/computer-networks/
http://barefootcas.org.uk/programme-of-study/multiple-services-provided-networks-internet/internet-services/
http://barefootcas.org.uk/barefoot-primary-computing-resources/concepts/abstraction/
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Computer systems
In this activity, pupils learn that computer systems can be configured to serve dif
ferent purposes on the internet. For example, computers can be set up as web 
servers which hold the web pages which make up the WWW. Other computers are 
set up as domain name servers which provide web server IP addresses. Clients 
are computer systems setup to access services, such as the world wide web, 
across the internet.

Taking this further
• It is the storage and transmission of packets of data across the internet which 

also enables other internet services such as email and audio/video calls. How 
email and other internet communication services work are explained in more 
detail in this concept resource: Internet services. Perhaps you and your pupils 
could develop a human model of these protocols? If you do please share these 
with the Barefoot Computing team.

• The activity can be made more authentic by providing pupils with the HTML 
(HyperText markup language) source code for each page as opposed to the web 
page itself – use the ‘How to view web page source code’ to get this. To learn 
more about HTML, pupils could use Mozilla’s X-Ray Goggles tool to see the 
code being used to display web pages. They could also use Mozilla’s Thimble 
tool or Codeacademy’s tutorial to have a go at writing their HTML.

Related activities
KS 2 Network hunt – coming soon!
KS 2 Web search activity: selecting results – coming soon!
KS 2 Web search activity: ranking results – coming soon!

http://barefootcas.org.uk/barefoot-primary-computing-resources/concepts/computer-systems/
http://barefootcas.org.uk/programme-of-study/multiple-services-provided-networks-internet/internet-services/

